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THE DISCIPLESHIP AND SMALL GROUP TOOLKIT!!
By Mark Wimble 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Welcome to the Discipleship Toolkit. Here we have laid out a comprehensive document that discusses 
our theory behind our small groups known as Connect Groups at NCF Church as well as how we carry 

them out practically. We hope this blesses you and your church’s small groups. 
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SMALL GROUP PRINCIPLES WE’VE DISCOVERED OVER 40 YEARS:!!
1. Connect groups are our primary discipleship tool !

Where connect groups are concerned, all our eggs are in one basket. We believe that in order to grow in 
number and make disciples, we cannot do it without people being looked after in small groups. When 
people aren’t in small groups, we simply cannot guarantee their survival. Although courses and programs 
including ladies’ and mens’ ministries are important, we will not hose them at the expense of our small 
groups.!

2. Strong intentional leadership conviction is critical!

Leadership isn’t a chore or a favour, neither is it volunteering at a soup kitchen; this is the church of Christ 
and we get to be involved in the nurturing and growing of His bride.We need to settle the conviction that 
God uses Leaders – we don’t need leaders. What we mean by this is that most church environments are 
driven by a need for leaders. When pure need drives leadership release, we lie in danger of taking undue 
risks with Gods bride. The question one must ask oneself is, “Am I called?” not “Can I do it?”. The reality 
is that no leader in the Bible honestly thought they were adequate for the task. When the pressure hits the 
first question is often, "Am I meant to be leading this…?" When moments like this come, conviction 
ensures I stay the course!

3. Leaders need help with content & structure of a meeting!

The majority of leaders surveyed lead because they love people and they love hosting in their home. It 
is important to us that this is a major focus of our small group leaders. We thus provide a weekly Connect 
group resource for groups to congregate around.!

4. A good discussion with application trumps a lecture every time!

Reasons leaders steer away from a discussion:!

• Lack of education.!

• Insecurity: Sometimes It seems to be easier to keep talking than wade through everyone’s 
opinions OR their silence.!

• Control: Some might believe that the moment exists to display their leadership. !

• School Model: Sometimes we default to what we know or have experienced before. According to 
the school model a good lecture means knowledge and knowledge means life transformation. But 
we know that this isn’t always true. There is no guarantee that the lecture is memorable and thus 
even less guarantee that it has the power to lead to transformation.!

• So how do we inspire transformation? What we have found is that knowledge converts to life 
transformation in a crisis (NEED-to-know moment) I.e. Information becomes useful when I know 
that an exam (crisis) is coming! The discussion enables leaders to see where the crisis really is 
and allows practical application of truth that becomes lasting conviction.!

!
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5. Connect groups should be encouraged to do life together for the long haul, while releasing 
fathers naturally as any household would!

We live in a culture where human relationships are very controlled and limited to cyber-space people, 
resulting in people sub-consciously not giving their heart away! Staying together for the long haul – this 
seems to fly in the face of some of the message we have sent out in the past of multiplying your group as 
regularly as you can. Most of us live at two opposite extremes:!

➢ Extreme 1 – We’re just in this to multiply it. In this scenario people guard themselves and 
sub-consciously don’t give their heart away.!

➢ Extreme 2 – We lock down and do life together forever. In this example there is no release of 
sons becoming fathers - but even in a human family there’s a natural graduating to 
adulthood. We still believe in planting groups!!!!

!
6. Worship needs to be re-defined to Connecting with God!

There seems to be a misconception that worship equates to singing. If this was true then every Connect 
leader has to be a musician or have one in their group. We will never mandate our leaders to sing in their 
groups for the following reasons:!

• Singing in intimate environments can be very awkward (if you’re an aspiring musician, don’t 
practice on your group, practice in your room)!

• Worship can take on many shapes and forms. Our aim is to Connect with God every meeting. We 
do this through singing, prayer, prophesying, waiting on God, listening to a cd etc.!

!
7. Criteria for a Connect Leader !

The most popular argument against leading a Connect group is that people don’t feel as though theyknow 
the Bible well enough. As important as Bible study and knowledge is, my question is, “When are you ever 
going to know enough?”!

The key leadership component we feel God uses in small groups? Warmth. Warmth in two senses: !

• Spiritual warmth: This is a fervor and deep love toward God above all else. This is seen in one’s 
speech, love for the Word, love for the people of God and how they prioritise kingdom activities. !

• Relational warmth: This is my love and care for people and their well-being. Some leaders are 
qualified by their spouse in this regard, that’s what makes a great team.!

The rest, we believe, any leader can learn and be taught!!

!
8. Groups work really well where there is commonality !
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Every group has cultures and sub-cultures that drive it – these cultures will either be defined by your 
intentional leadership or it will just develop without you realising. Cultures exist around commonality, the 
things we celebrate and talk about. Culture is what ultimately makes people belong.!

Examples of commonality in a Connect group!

• Job sector: members involved in the financial industry!

• Technology: Apple product users!

• Sport: a common interest in gym or paddling!

• Family: newly married couples and kids!

Other examples:!

• Members may have recently participated in an alpha course, thus every person is in the 
same stage, searching for answers to do with faith.!

• New groups for new people often work well because the commonality is found in the fact that 
everyone is new regardless of station in life!

!
Where is the commonality in your group – what relational connect is there other than Jesus to keep you 
doing life together long term?!

!
9. Every leader needs to be raising another few leaders around themselves!

Good reasons to raise leaders:!!
• The harvest is abundant - Matt 9:37 the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few…!

God wants to reach every town, village, country.  To do that He will use the leaders we are preparing for 
the planet. It is our privilege to prepare leaders for the planet; not just our city.!!
• Wise builders replace themselves!

Change is inevitable, thus it is a good idea to build away from yourself. If you were going to be around 
forever, there would be no need, but there is no guarantee of this. What happens if you’re not there?!!
• Natural family dynamics  

This is a way of giving people inheritance. If this does not happen this becomes a typical patriarchal 
closed system – all the grandpas, uncles, cousins and grandkids live together. No one ever develops, and 
every bit of leadership potential is suppressed!

!
10. Leaders need input and a break...!
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Connect group leaders are at their best when they are in community with other leaders. Finding 
commonality in the things that other connect leaders are facing is very comforting. Leaders thrive on a 
break. Practically we work this out by closing down our Connect groups at the end of every term. Leaders 
feel they can cope with 10 weeks on the go and then a break. This also has a positive impact on the  
longevity of a leader.!

Having read our theory behind why we do Connect Groups, this section will cover a practical application 
of the above:!

PRACTICAL CONNECT GROUP MECHANICS!

Gods aim with us is to transform us into His likeness, that is, to make us more and more like His Son!

We have a perfect role model in Jesus Christ – who we’re becoming like. Our aim should be the same 
with the people that we’re leading - to bring people to maturity in Christ by becoming more and more like 
him. How does this happen?!

Biblically:!

• Know Christ – 2 Cor 2:2 “for I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and 
Him crucified!”!

• Experience Christ – Eph 3:19 “…that you would know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, 
that you may be filled with all the fullness of God.”!

•Become like Christ – 2 Cor 3:18 And we who with unveiled 
faces contemplate the Lords glory, are being transformed into 
his image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord 
who is the Spirit.” !

Practically every Connect group leader would have 3 core 
focuses as depicted by the images on the left.!

!
!
!
!
 

!
!
!
!
!
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1. USING CONNECT GROUP PREP: This is our weekly Connect Group resource distributed to 
every person at a Sunday meeting.!

Connect prep has been designed for the following reasons:!

• It builds on the Sunday sermon – repeated wrestling with biblical truth converts knowledge to life 
transformation!

• It removes pressure from the leader to have to come up with the goods every week – don’t be 
fooled. The success of a meeting isn’t found in the questions, but in how a leader constructs a 
meeting around the questions.!

• It enables budding leaders to have a look in, giving them the confidence that they can lead!

• The process of learning is not linear. It’s a bit more like meandering on a country road. By merely 
dispensing information on a Sunday, most people don’t remember the details by the next day.!

We believe that learning takes place in 4 distinct stages:!

1. Inspiration - from the Sunday preach!

2. Familiarity - can be cultivated by note taking!

3. Boredom - doing the preparation!

4. Knowledge - coming prepared and applying the truth!

We have found that the prep works well when the group all buys in to the process. It is a good idea to 
have one communicator that mails the prep to every group member by the end of a weekend. Group 
members should be encouraged to get to church meetings or when absent to download the sermons to 
get up to speed with what is going to be discussed.!

Structure of Connect group prep!

a) Get-to-know you questions: These are questions that are superficial, fun, aid in removing the masks, 
allows people to relax & introduces the topic. !

b) Digging deeper: In this section parallel texts are explored and used to discuss the topic!

c) Application questions: These questions look to apply the truth of the Bible and challenge members 
for life change!

!
2. USING INSIDER INFO!

Our Insider Info is designed in such a way to help the leader get a bottom line for each meeting and 
orientate themselves with the thinking behind the topic. !

Practically they are presented in 5-7 minute videos that include coaching tips, potential ministry moments 
and reflections on the topic out of the weekly preaching meeting.!
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3. PREPARING FOR THE MEETING!

a) Communicating with your group is essential. This should occur weekly and rhythmically. If you find 
this difficult, get someone else to in your group to maintain it! Keep people informed on time.!

b) The environment in which you host your group should be clean, smell good, toilets should be 
checked, parking thought through- It should communicate that you are ready for visitors and their kids!

c) Ensure that everyone has received the prep before the meeting and encourage them to look over it 
before the meeting.!

d) Isolate the questions you think will fit the group and adjusted to ensure they work in your context.!

Here are some pointers to facilitate a good discussion: !

• Ask good questions. This will enable easy conversation that will allow everyone to contribute!

• Don’t go to deep too quickly!

• Resist the temptation to give the answer prematurely!

• Keep focus on your end goal. Be aware of where you are taking the discussion!

• Keep the inputs rolling. Aim for everyone to be involved and avoid letting the discussion die in an 
attempt for everyone to contribute.!

• Aim for vulnerability. We don't want theory, we want people's hearts to open. This tend to happen 
naturally toward the end of a good discussion!

• draw conclusions!

• Application. Give a challenge to your group to encourage them to apply what has been discussed!

• End in prayer!

e) Decide on a bottom line/single verdict you will be aiming toward.!

f) Put thought into how you are planning on connecting people in your meeting. Here are some ideas for 
connecting people with others, the bible and with God. !

• People. Supper, pudding, coffee, questions, fun, feedback, testimonies!

• Bible. Love for the Bible, read and engage Gods Word!

• God. Ministry, prayer, presence of God, devotion, prophecy!

!
4. DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE!

Cultures need to be guarded. If the culture in your Connect group is being tipped to the point that it is 
becoming unhealthy act, adjust and, at times, eject (talk to an elder). !
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‘Difficult people’ could be any one of the following:!

• Incessant talkers!

• Needy people!

• Rude and or controversial!

• Takers who use the group for their own benefit!

• Withdrawn people!

Every group can cope with one or two of these people, but more than that and the healthy people will 
either succumb to an unhealthy environment or vote with their feet. !

Meetings and discussions are easier to navigate when parameters are put in place. Phrases like:!

We’re going to spin around the circle very quickly. If you’re a communicator, start planning your 
concise answer to the question.!

We’re going to discuss…for the sake of time and to give everyone an opportunity, let’s keep our 
answers brief!

Let’s pray for that (need) as we finish our discussion (rather than diving the whole meeting)!

…I’m going to interrupt, you have some great points there – let’s hear someone else’s take on the 
matter!  !

People in the ‘difficult to handle” categories are best dealt with first behind closed doors. Allow them to be 
heard and win their heart. Strong leadership is palatable in a meeting if they know you love them.!

People in the “needy OR looking for attention” category do need attention. The issue is where attention is 
given. Treat them with respect and dignity, pray for them publicly, but never let them suck the life out the 
meeting.!

!
5. ANSWERING DIFFICULT QUESTIONS!

Every leader is bound to have a question or two in their time that stumps them - this is part of the territory. 
For the learned leader, one should be mindful of setting one’s self up as the professor, this can lead to 
egg-on-face or result in false doctrine. !

For leaders, knowledge generally grows very quickly as questions are encouraged. Having good, healthy 
questions asked stimulates good discussion and grows a group in maturity and hunger for the Bible – this 
should never be stifled.!

!
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There are a few ways to handle these difficult questions:!

On-the-topic questions!

• Great question, I’ve never thought about it that way. What does everyone else think – often the 
answer comes to light!

• Great question, we should maybe spend a bit of time on that next week. Maybe you could do a 
bit of research, as will I, and we can talk around it next week!

• I’ll give a part answer the way I understand it – we may need to re-look at this question sometime!

• I have no idea. Let’s get someone who is knowledgeable on the topic to come and give some 
insights!

Off-the-topic questions!

• That is a vast question that will tip us off course this week – let’s maybe deal with it elsewhere!

• That would probably be unhelpful to make a comment on (stay away from controversial, a-
biblical, political)!

• You should probably come to your own conclusion!

• Let’s have a chat afterwards, I’ve got a few thoughts for you!

!
6. UNDERSTANDING GROUP DYNAMICS!

If a group dynamic is not considered, a whole meeting can misfire. It is important to consider meeting 
size, gender, personality clashes, as well as maturity of believers. Large Connect groups of 12 or more 
people are good to break into smaller groups for meaningful discussion. !

Questions to ask regarding dynamics in a group:!

• Are my small group leaders prepared with the questions and have they been trained to facilitate 
a good discussion?!

• Have I distributed the mature/immature evenly among the groups? If not, some groups will be 
static, quiet & non-engaging.!

• Are their potential “mine-field” topics or relationships that need to be managed within the 
group(s)?!

• Do I need to keep the same people together every week in their sub-groups for continuity?!

• Should I have mixed gender groups or split guys and girls on the topic?!

• What will get everyone engaging the most?!

• Is the dynamic in the group healthy or not? What do I need to do to change this?!
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• If person X doesn’t arrive tonight, how will that affect my group? Some people add much life and 
fun - without them, fun needs to be planned.!

!
7. PLAN FOR AND HONOUR TIME!

We love in a culture in which people are time-conscious and live under stress. Honouring time is 
important. A meeting that consists of life-giving people connection around coffee/supper, healthy 
discussion, faith-filled prayer and ministry should be possible in 90 minutes.!

It is tempting to wait for people that are late and meddle with time, although this is noble it creates a 
culture of dishonouring time. If people don’t know what time it ends, they won’t come if they’re tired or 
have to work thereafter.!

A good meeting structure could look like this:!

6:30! Supper OR coffee (people unwind when they have something in their hand)!

6:50! Welcome, feedback, testimonies, life story!

7:00! Group discussion (for 35-45mins)!

7:40! Prayer & ministry!

7:55! Visionary moment (this is vital to point the group in a direction – dates, events, fun)!

8:00! Coffee to close!

! !

8. ARE MY MEETINGS FULL OF LIFE?!

Life is dictated to by a number of factors. Just a few of these could include the following:!

• Presence of Jesus!

• Testimonies of God’s working!

• New people that plug in!

• Salvations/baptisms!

• Leadership development and release !

• Social interaction outside of the leader and meetings!

• Passion and faith in members of the group!

• Changing venues/different environments!

• Changing the structures in  a meeting – guarding against predictability and boredom!
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• Different voices – as much as a leader enjoys hearing their own voice, the people quite enjoy the 
change!

• Consistency from the leader !

!
9. GENERAL SHEPHERDING - not just a role and a title, but a function!

The difficulty people have in shepherding often arises from the fact that they feel as though they do not 
have the time to do this effectively. Here are some suggestions to overcome this perception:!

A) Systematic Shepherding: Keep a list with timely reminders for when you are planning on spending 
time with someone. !

B) Wise Shepherding: Invest your time into people that are fruitful and want to grow. Pouring time into 
people who don't want to grow is a bad investment long term.!

C) Shepherd by the Spirit: This is where the Holy Spirit draws me to people that are in need. Fight for 
people in prayer. As names drop into your heart, respond as if the Holy Spirit is bringing them to your 
attention.!

D) Redeem time: Use time wisely before & after Sunday meetings, before Connect group, and when 
you are traveling.!

E) Being a Connector at a Sunday meeting: Sit together, look out for each other, look for new people!

!
10. MANAGING TRANSITION!

Transition is a potentially exciting and dangerous moment in any group. Much like a gear change in a 
motor vehicle, transition can be forced and a grind – this results in a loss of momentum OR it can be well-
planned and timeous – this results in added momentum.!

Some transition challenges:!

• Resistance from the group: No group that is healthy will ever really buy into change- this is human 
nature. Any transition needs to follow a good process that is neither rushed nor drawn out.!

• Splitting groups in half: This destroys a group dynamic completely. Inevitably one group thrives, 
the other shrinks. Planting a leader or a small minority group out always works better.!

• Lack of faith: It is important that a new leader has huge faith for the people he is going to lead. On 
top of that the people have to connect and have faith to follow the new leader. This cannot be a 
favour, but needs to be real.!

• Bad communication: Inevitably a leader has been planning, thinking and dreaming up the change 
for a long while- people often hear about it for the first time once its crystallised in the leaders mind.!
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• Depletion of critical resources: No leader is perfect and changing a leadership environment will 
more often than not deplete critical resources. These resources need to be recognized and 
considered ie. Venue, transport, potential leaders, contributors, faithful attendees, mature believers, 
facilitators etc. Will the new leader be able to build these or am I setting them up to fail?!

Some transition principles that ensure buy-in from the group:!

a) Prayer: it is important that transition is weighted in prayer and leaders have a strong sense of 
conviction. This always settles any group when they can see the hand of God at work directing.!

b) Communication in layers: A good process ensures individuals and sub-groups are well 
communicated with as to the “details” and the “why” of what’s about to unfold. Much planning with 
the new leader is imperative.!

Influential opinion leaders: It goes a long way to have them on board way before any public 
announcement.!

Vulnerable people: They appreciate prior communication and an opportunity to express their 
opinions!

c) Public announcement: This needs to be positive, life-giving and celebratory. In an ideal world, it 
is helpful to have an elder as part of that conversation to accentuate the fact that these decisions 
are not taken lightly as well as the protection of knowing Connect groups don’t build in isolation. 
People often express their true feelings to the elder attending from the outside.!

d) Definite timeline & process: This is important to show intention and give people something to 
aim toward. At this stage, it is vital to not draw out the date too long, max 3-4 weeks.!

e) Transition Meeting: The intensity and excitement should be ramped up in every way – décor, 
invites to outsiders, structure of the meeting, food etc. It is again vital that the group knows that 
God has created us for fruitfulness, and change is good!
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